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Boyan Slat is young,
but he has a big
plan to clean up
the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch.
page

26

A seabird sits
on a Pacific
beach among
plastic trash.

Thrown away
fishing gear in the
garbage patch
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Let the games begin!
In the mountains of Kyrgyzstan, a woman shoots a bow
and arrow . . . with her feet.
People wrestle . . . on horseback.
Others play polo . . . with dead goats!
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26-29
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Patch

Kyrgyzstan holds the Nomad Games every two years.
People come from 80 countries to compete. Nomads are
people who do not have permanent homes. They travel to
find fresh food for their livestock. Nomads in Kyrgyzstan
live in round tents called yurts. Kyrgyzstan officials hope
the Nomad Games will help people there remember their
country’s traditions. They hope the Games will bring
tourists to the poor nation. The Nomad game kok-boru
was once used to train warriors to fight. Eight players on
horseback try to pick up an 80-pound goat carcass from
the ground. It is very dangerous! Other highlights of the
games: bone tossing and hunting with eagles.
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Find a way to cut from the
top to the bottom of this
web, making the fewest
number of cuts. Draw a
path. Start anywhere at
the top and ﬁnish anywhere at the bottom.

Cut only on the lines.
Do not cut where the
strings meet (dots).

o

Answers page 5
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Salad for Sharks

This shark isn’t just a ferocious predator. It
also enjoys a good salad.
Bonnethead sharks eat seagrass while
chomping fish and squid. And researchers
at the University of California, Irvine, made
a discovery. The sharks don’t just eat the
grass. They digest the plant and get
nutrition from it. Most carnivores
(meat-eaters) don’t have many
enzymes that break down
A researcher
fiber and carbohydrates like
handles a
the ones in seagrass. The
bonnethead
bonnethead is the first
shark in Irvine,
omnivorous shark
California.
people know about!
More shorts
(Omnivores eat plants
online every da
and animals.) Before now,
people thought bonnethead sharks ate seagrass by accident.
Bonnethead sharks are the smallest species of hammerhead shark.
They grow about two or three feet long. But here’s a question. Can a
salad-eating shark still be called a shark?

kids.wng.or

Hunger Stones
This summer, it was hot, hot,
HOT in Europe. Officials in Poland
said “NO SWIMMING!” because of
warm-water bacteria. And people in
Germany saw the hunger stones.
The hunger stones are giant
boulders in the Elbe River. Hundreds of
years ago,
people started placing
the large
stones at the water’s
The Elbe
River is low.
edge. People carved
dates, sayings, and
images into them. When
the water got low enough
to show the boulders,
people knew trouble
4
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This hunger stone
is a reminder of
drought and famine.

was coming. Not enough rain had fallen. Crops
would fail.
Serious droughts are nothing new. People
added dates to the stones whenever they appeared. One early date on the stones is 1417!
And one stone has a warning chiseled on it too:
“When you see me, cry.”
AP Photos

10/12/18 7:50 PM

The SB Met sails near
Bergen, Norway.

This sailboat, the SB Met, drifted
across the North Atlantic Ocean for two
and a half months. It started in Newfoundland and landed on the coast of
Ireland. It is the first sailboat to cross
the Atlantic with no driver!
Self-driving cars have to watch out
for people and other traffic. Driverless
boats have other problems like sea
storms. The North Atlantic is a tough
sea to cross. Before now, more than 20
unmanned boats have tried to make
the journey. The robot boats were
caught in fishing nets, retrieved by
ships, or lost.
Robot boats can be used as a cheaper, easier way to do research on the
ocean. The SB Met made it! Will
many more robotic boats make it too?

Robot Boat

More shorts
nline every day!

Julia Flores
Colque holds
a charango at
her home in
Sacaba, Bolivia.

118 Years Old!
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(Deuteronomy 34:7)
As a young person, Miss Colque herded
sheep and llamas and sold fruits and vegetables.
Now she lives in a dirt-floor adobe house. Miss
Colque is active and her mind is sharp. She enjoys the company of her dogs, cats, and rooster.

QUIZZES: SCIENCE SOUP, p6-9, Spiders , Glider 1) b, 2) a, 3) c, 4) b | p10-13, TIME
MACHINE, p10-13, Delivery, Lunchboxes 1) a, 2) b, 3) c, 4) d, 5) Answers will vary,
but may include: weather prediction, farm equipment, food preservation, science, refrigeration, and transportation. | CITIZEN SHIP, p14-17, Arabbers, Blue
Boy 1) b, 2) a, 3) a, 4) b | TAKE APART SMART, p18-21, Walking, Surfing 1) d, 2) d,
3) c, 4) a, 5) Answers will vary, but may include: Jesus did. It took only a moment! A paralyzed man walked again when Jesus said, “Rise, pick up your bed,
and go home.” | CRITTER FILE, p22-25, Walruses, Fireflies 1) a, 2) c, 3) a, 4) b |
JET BALLOON, p26-29, Garbage, Koreas 1) a, 2) c, 3) d, 4) d, 5) Answers will vary,
but may include: Family separation and lies have led to loneliness.

kids.wng.org

Julia Flores Colque sings with
joy in her own language: Quechua. She strums the five strings of
a tiny Andean guitar known as the
charango. She is 118 years old!
Miss Colque has lived through two
world wars. During her lifetime, revolutions
happened in her
home country,
Bolivia. She is
the oldest person
in Bolivia—and
maybe in the
whole world. She
is catching up with
Moses! We read
in the Bible that
he died when he
Julia Flores Colque
was 120 years old.
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It’s not quite the World
Wide Web. But for a spider
web, it’s HUGE!
The spiders in Aitoliko,
Greece, have had a lot of little bugs to eat. Experts say
the numbers of lake ﬂies have
gone way up because of humid
weather. The more food available, the more an animal population grows. The tiny, well-fed
spiders cover trees, bushes, and
grass in thick webs. The webs
go on for a few hundred yards!
Meanwhile, scientists notice
something else. In other places,
there don’t seem to be enough
bugs! They don’t mean pesky

mosquitoes, disease-carrying
ticks, crop-munching aphids, or
cockroaches. Those seem to be
doing ﬁne. But people see beneﬁcial bugs—native bees, moths,
butterﬂies, and ﬁreﬂies—much
less often than they used to.
Older people remember
days when car windshields
were ﬁlled with smashed bugs.
They remember when ﬁnding
a cocoon was easy. Last year,
scientists in Germany captured
bugs in nets at nature preserves.
They did the same thing 27
years ago. In the old experiment,
they captured 82 percent more
bugs. That’s a big drop! But the

loss of bugs is hard to prove.
Few studies like the one in
Germany have been done in the
past. It’s hard to tell how many
bugs are missing when you
don’t know how many
you used to have.
Why may bugs be
disappearing? Scientists have some
guesses. Bugs
have lost a lot of
habitat—weedy
spots they love
to live in. People

kids.wng.org/science-soup
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use bug-killing chemicals called
pesticides. Light pollution gives
bugs like ﬁreﬂies fewer dark
places to live. To try to help, people grow acres of bug-friendly
ﬂowers—a perfect bug home.
But spiders in Greece keep
munching bugs and shooting
webs. If spiders could wonder,
they might be wondering,
“What’s all the
fuss?”

Without a tiny
pollinating midge,
we would have no
chocolate. Oh, no!!

Are spiders bugs? It depends
on what you mean by bug. Spiders are not insects. Insects have
bodies with three parts. Spiders
are arachnids. They have bodies
with two parts, and they have
eight legs. But when many people use the word “bug,” they
mean spiders too.
Bugs can bug us. Or—in the
case of spiders—they can freak
us out. But the whole world
depends on bugs!

Bugs pollinate plants.

Think about one chore bugs do in
nature: pollination! Bugs take pollen from the male part of a plant
to the female part. This allows plants to produce fruit—and later
to grow more fruit from new seeds. No bugs means no plants.
And no plants means no us!

Bugs keep the food chain going.

Trees and
bushes along a
beach are covered
in thick webs.

The Tetragnatha
type of spider spins
the massive webs.

AP Photos, Art: R. Bishop
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We love bugs for what they eat, especially when they eat invasive plants
taking over an ecosystem. We also
love bugs because they’re food for
other animals. Animals like woodpeckers, mice, bats, and frogs—
and many more—would die without bugs to eat. Bugs also eat other
bugs. Spiders, for example, gobble
up bothersome bugs in the garden.

All sorts of animals
depend on bugs
as a food source.

Bugs take out the trash. Ever met a
saprophage? Maybe we should ask, have you ever met a maggot,
wasp, ant, or mite? Saprophage bugs like these love dead stuff—
decomposing plants and animals. This dead material keeps these
bugs alive. And these bugs keep the world from ﬁlling up with
decomposing junk!
Bugs give us ingredients. For some, those ingredients go
into dinner. People around the world eat bugs in different forms.
But you’ll ﬁnd bugs and bug-products off the dinner plate too.
Lotion, candles, and lipstick contain beeswax. Bright red pigment
called cochineal comes from the crushed body of an insect called
Coccus cacti. Coccus cacti live on cactus plants. Cochineal dye is
used in fabric, natural food coloring, and makeup.
November/December 2018 • WORLDkids
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Pilots Jim Payne and Miguel Iturmendi soar 63,776
feet in the air. That’s 12 miles high! They’re surﬁng
on the edge of space—and breaking a world record.
Two days later, they do it again. But this time they
break their own record by another half a mile!
The pilots ﬂy more than twice as high as Mt.
Everest. What carries them so high in
the sky? It isn’t a spaceship. It isn’t
a plane. It’s a glider called the
Perlan 2.
From the outside, the
Perlan 2 looks similar to an
airplane. It has a modern,
sleek design. It carries
passengers, parachutes,
and plenty of scientiﬁc
instruments. One thing it
does not carry is an engine.
How can a glider ﬂy so high
without an engine to propel
it? It uses atmospheric pressure waves. Wind is the glider’s

Perlan 2 features:
◆ Cabin pressure regulator and air bottle
◆ Re-breather system for life support
◆ Tail parachute and ejection parachute
◆ High altitude radar
◆ Instruments and lighting for night flying
◆ Scientific instruments and cameras to
record information and images
◆ Lithium-ion rechargeable batteries
◆ Communication equipment

8

engine! The harder the wind is blowing, the higher
the glider will soar. Meteorologists help the pilots
safely catch wind waves. By studying wind patterns, these scientists know the best places for
gliders to ﬂy. The pilots soar in one of the windiest
places on Earth: Patagonia, Argentina.
Are air waves noisy and bouncy, or smooth and
quiet? Actually getting to the air wave can be rough.
Unsteady air can toss the glider around. Air pressure
can stress the glider. That’s one reason it has
round windows. If they were square,
they could pop out under pressure.
Even though the glider isn’t a
spaceship, its window design
meets NASA’s standard for
spacecraft. How cool is that?
Once inside the giant airwave,
the glider sails smoothly. The
atmosphere is perfectly quiet
inside the wave.
But was it quiet inside the
Perlan 2? Probably not. The
pilots had a big reason to cheer!
They set a new record for ﬂying
the highest with no engine!

Crew:
Weight:
Wing Span:
Wing surface:

Two
1,500 lbs
84 ft
263 sq ft. About the
floor space of a
one-car garage.

WORLDkids • November/December 2018
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high pressure

polar easterlies

warm air

low pressure

cool air

Have you played a Frogger type of video game?
Logs, lily pads, or rafts glide back and forth across
the screen. To advance, you jump to each at just the
right moment. That’s sort of what a glider does. A
glider rides an air current that is rising. When that
air current begins to sink, the glider must catch a
ride on another rising air current. A glider stays
aloft for long periods of time without an engine or
propeller. By experience and instruments, pilots
“see” the rivers of air they can use to gain altitude.
Those currents exist because of high and low
air pressure. The Sun warms the Earth. The Earth
warms the air. Warm air rises. It presses against
cool air above. That leaves less pressure below.
If you are in a room that is getting crowded,
where do you go? You go to a less crowded room.
You might even rush to get there. Crowded cool
air rushes into the less crowded area below. That is
wind, a stream of rushing air.
But wind runs into obstacles. Mountains and
valleys are in the way. Wind has to push up and
over them. Wind also runs into other wind. Air
currents colliding change their ﬂow. They can also
push up or rush below each other.

westerlies

h i g h p re s s u r
e

northeast
trade winds
equator

low pressure

southeast
trade winds

high pressure

low pressure

westerlies

polar easterlies
high pressure

Glider pilots take advantage of changes in nearby air
currents. But in a bigger picture, Earth has air currents
that flow the same way most of the time. They begin
at the equator (Earth’s middle line) and form six major
wind belts. There are three belts in each hemisphere.
In the Northern Hemisphere, these wind currents
are called the polar easterlies, the westerlies, and the
northeasterly trade winds. The winds in the Southern
Hemisphere have the same names, but the wind currents flow in the opposite direction: the southeasterly
trade winds, the westerlies, and the polar easterlies.

An illustration shows some of the air currents a
glider pilot might take advantage of to rise.

SCIENCE SOUP

Quiz

The wind blows to the south
and turns to the north; round and round
it goes, ever returning on its course.
— Ecclesiastes 1:6

1. bothersome
■ a) helpful
■ b) annoying
■ c) two-parted

2. propel
■ a) push
■ b) pressurize
■ c) blow

3. humid
■ a) cold
■ b) windy
■ c) damp

4. aloft
■ a) turning ‘round
and ‘round
■ b) up in the air
■ c) going fast

Answers page 5
November/December 2018 • WORLDkids
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Groceries are loaded
into the R1 for a test run
near Phoenix, Arizona.

delivery. The “driverless” vehicles navigate to the shoppers’
homes and deliver the groceries
to the curb.
A lot of people were involved
in delivering food in the old
days. That is still true in this
budding age of self-driving
delivery. People select the groceries and pack them. They load
them into the car. Safety drivers
must ride along for now. The
shopper still has to pick up his
or her groceries at the curb.
Will the self-delivery cars
pass this test? If they do, Kroger
ofﬁcials will start the
next phase: delivery
cars with no people in
them at all. Eventually,
groceries will head to
homes in a little vehicle called the R1. R1
is half the width of a
regular car. It has no
room for people. It
holds 12 shopping bags

and travels only 25 miles per
hour. R1 eliminates the people
involved in moving groceries.
R1 has another important perk:
Because no people ride inside,
the car can sacriﬁce itself in case
of an accident. Better to have
some broken eggs and a smashed
up car than an injured person!
Driverless cars aren’t cheap.
But getting rid of costly human
drivers might save money. And
letting the robot cars do the driving means neither delivery people nor shoppers have to make all
those trips to keep the fridge full!
The driverless Toyota
Prius is tested
with a human
riding along.

Art: R. Bishop, AP Photos

In the old days, milkmen,
bread men, and egg men
brought food right to the front
door. Now a car comes. It brings
a full load of groceries. And no
one is driving it!
The delivery car comes from
a grocery store in Scottsdale,
Arizona. The grocery chain Kroger owns the store. A store clerk
loaded the back seat with full
grocery bags. A person sits in the
driver’s seat. Another sits in the
front passenger seat with a laptop.
The two people aren’t driving.
They’re watching to make sure
the car does what it should.
Kroger is testing automated grocery delivery.
Here’s how it works.
Shoppers order
their groceries
online. They
pay six
dollars
for

kids.wng.org/time-machine
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Did you ever think cars would drive themselves? Did that sound
too crazy? People have had far-out ideas about the future for a
long time. Many of those ideas never came true. But some did!
◆ Flying Bicycles? In
1919, French writer
Henri Antoine
Jules-Bois
guessed
that in 100
years,
people
would
not
drive cars anymore. They
would use flying bicycles
instead. He thought no one
would live in cities anymore.
They would do business there in
the daylight, then ride their flying bicycles through the sky on
their way home to the country.
Nice try, Mr. Jules-Bois!

The “Yeps”
◆ Earbuds. Ray Bradbury
was a science fiction writer. In
one of his books, he imagined
someone going to
sleep with “little
seashells” in her
ears. Music and
talk came through
them. Real earbuds
became popular
almost 50 years
later, in 2001.
Art: R. Bishop, AP Photos

◆ Wi-Fi and
Mobile Phones.
Inventor Nikola
Tesla predicted
people would
be able to send
wireless messages all over the

The
“Nopes”

◆ Underground Houses? Your
house is deep underground. You
control its temperature. The
walls and ceilings glow softly.
When you touch a button, they
change color. At night, you
order breakfast. By morning,
your kitchen has cooked it for
you! That was science fiction
writer Isaac Asimov’s idea of
houses in the future.
◆ Space Travel? No Problem!
How many people do you know
who have traveled to space?
Some thinkers in 1952 said
that by the year 2000, most
diseases would be cured
and traveling to space
would be easy. They also
thought several man-made
moons would orbit Earth.

world—using small devices
they could carry around. He
made that prediction in 1909—
about 110 years ago!
◆ Summer All Year. In 1900,
an American named John Elfreth Watkins guessed how the
world would

lights to help plants grow and
put gardens under glass. That’s
just what people do today with
grow lights and greenhouses.
(Mr. Watkins was wrong about
a few things too.
He thought people
would stop using the
letters C, X, and Q—
and that strawberries
would grow as large
as apples and peas
would grow as large
as beets!)

look in 2000.
He said winter
would become
summer because
people would be
able to grow food indoors.
He thought people would
use electricity and colored
November/December 2018 • WORLDkids
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Mr. Karp shows antique lunchboxes in Cincinnati.
Below: Lunchboxes came with
matching thermoses.

12

peanut butter sandwiches in
when they were in ﬁrst grade.
These lunchboxes are old
school . . . but not the most old
school. Men carried their lunch
in tough metal pails in the 1800s.
Later, kids copied their dads by
stufﬁng their lunches into old
cookie tins. In the 1950s, television became popular. Lunchbox
makers realized: Lunchboxes last
a long time. But people will buy
more of them if they feature different characters. It takes a long
time for a lunchbox to wear out.
But a kid might want a box with
a new character on it much
more quickly—maybe every
year.
Bidding for these lunchboxes starts at twenty dollars. Popular lunchboxes
may sell for around $200.
Mr. Karp lets his sons
auction some of his items
online. But he still enjoys

doing things the old fashioned
way on the showroom ﬂoor. It
gets exciting. Two competitors
want the same lunchbox. They
watch each other as the bid goes
up and up and up. And some
winners may even leave with
happy tears in their eyes.
Old lunchboxes like these
make people feel nostalgic.
Nostalgia is a longing for the
past. What might someday give
you this feeling?
For everything there is a season, and a time for every matter
under heaven. ― Ecclesiastes 3:1

AP Photos, R. Bishop

Look, up on the shelf! It’s
Superman . . . and Davy Crockett . . . and the crew from Sesame Street!
An auctioneer named J.
Louis Karp sells hundreds of old
lunchboxes in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The lunchboxes are decorated
with heroes. Some come from
comic books. Others come from
TV shows, cartoon strips, and
movies. You might not recognize all the characters. But your
grandparents probably would!
They may have carried lunchboxes like these, with thermoses
to match.
You can go on the internet
to buy old metal lunchboxes
from the 1950s, ‘60s, and ‘70s.
But it’s pretty cool to see 250
of them in the same place. It’s
especially amazing for baby
boomers—people born between
1946 and 1964. They might
spot the same ones they carried

WORLDkids • November/December 2018
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What’s in Your Lunchbox?
Where many of us live today, people are well fed.
Stores are stocked with an amazing variety of affordable food. And those with little money get more
help than ever from government and charities.

We will be more thankful to God for what we have if
we remember that things have not always been this way.
Until the last hundred years or so, if you asked,
“What’s for lunch?” the answer for most of the
world’s population would have been, “Not much.”
Why have things improved?

With advance warning, an entire wheat crop
can be harvested before soggy weather sets in.

Transportation:

Want fresh strawberries on your cereal
in February? No
problem. People
once had to settle
for food that was
grown or raised in
season nearby. Now
fast trucks, trains, and
ships bring us fresh food
that is out of season
or not produced
where we live.

Forecasts: We sometimes complain that it rained on our picnic

when the Weather Channel said it would be dry. But until the 20th
century, farmers would have been thrilled to have even a few of
the weather warnings that technology and broadcasting give us.

Equipment:

Inventions like tractors
made it possible for a
smaller number of
people to grow
more food on
much larger
farms.

Science: Farmers now have more

information and more ways to fight plant
diseases and pests. Researchers have
developed crop varieties that grow faster,
are stronger, and produce more food.

Refrigeration: To keep food

cool, people used to have ice
boxes. Not everyone could afford
to have ice delivered every week.
Lots of food spoiled before
electric refrigerators became
available in the
early 1900s.

People
used to cut
ice blocks
out of
frozen
lakes.

Quiz

AP Photos, R. Bishop

Time Machine

Preservation: Until the last hundred years
or so, food preservation was part of daily life.
People planned ahead in order to have
something to eat during cold or dry seasons.
And it took a lot of a family’s time and energy.
Today, most people who do canning, drying,
or fermenting do it as a hobby more than as a
necessity. Factories and processing plants do
food preservation safely and efficiently now.
1. On R1, which is false?
■ a) will have a driver at
all times
■ b) half the width of a
regular car
■ c) travels only 25 mph
■ d) no room for people

2. Which prediction did
not come true?
■ a) earbuds
■ b) easy space travel
■ c) Wi-Fi
■ d) smartphones

3. When did lunchboxes
with characters become
popular?
■ a) in the 2000s
■ b) in the 1800s
■ c) in the 1950s
■ d) in 1900

4. Before factories and
processing plants, people
preserved food by __.
■ a) fermenting
■ b) drying
■ c) canning
■ d) all of the above

5. We will be more thankful to God if we remember things have not always
been the way they are now. Name a few changes we can be grateful for.
Answers, page 5
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Produce is
loaded on a
horse-drawn cart
in Baltimore.

James Chase comes from
the middle of the city. He wears
a camouﬂage cap, jeans, and
sneakers. Leon Hoover comes
from the country. He and his
four boys are Mennonites,
dressed alike in straw hats and
pants hitched up by suspenders. The Hoovers’ home has no
electricity. They pump water by
hand and read Bible verses by
candlelight. But Mr. Chase and
Mr. Hoover are friends. What do
they have in common?
A Mennonite boy looks
forward to a visit from
city folks in New Holland, Pennsylvania.

kids.wng.org/citizen-ship
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Horses!
Mr. Chase is an arabber.
Arabber (pronounced AY-rabber) is an old word for an old
occupation. Arabbers sell fruit
and vegetables from horsedrawn carts. Most people have
stopped using horses for transportation. Arabbers have not.
Their carts are tucked away in
poor areas of Baltimore. The
neighborhoods are far away
from good grocery stores. People there—especially elderly

people—depend on arabbers and
their horses for fresh fruits and
vegetables. Arabbers go out into
the streets every day in Baltimore. They have been doing it
for over two hundred years!
One calls out, “Watermelon,
watermelon! Red to the rind!”
“Grapes and peaches feeling
ripe!” shouts another.
Some arabbers say their
favorite part of the week is travelling to Pennsylvania Dutch
country, where Mr. Hoover lives.
When they visit, they shop for
good deals on horses at auction.
Mennonite men outside the auction do the hard work of shoeing
the arabbers’ ponies and ﬁling
their back teeth. Meanwhile, Mr.
Chase tells Mr. Hoover’s kids
stories about life in the city.
“We rely on Mennonite
know-how because we don’t
have the knowledge and the
tools to do some of this stuff
anymore,” says Mr. Chase. “It’s
the way we found to keep this
life going.”

AP Photos

COUNTRY HORSE, City Horse
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Arabbing has been around
since Baltimore was founded in
1729. At that time, selling in U.S.
city streets was very common.
Finding jobs could be hard for
people who had just moved to
the United States. But they could
become peddlers and hucksters
more easily. When the Civil War
ended, Baltimore had a large
population of freed slaves. Street
selling was a good way for them
to make money too.
Arabbing is an old tradition. But times have
changed. Technology has
changed. Arabbers struggle to compete with large
grocery stores. At one
time, arabbers’ stables
were scattered across the
city. By the 1960s, only 25
stables remained. Now only
about a dozen people work
as arabbers.
Arabbers still do things the
old-fashioned way. They load
up produce on red-and-yellow

Arabbers in Trouble
painted carts with canopies.
Their horses still wear bells and
feather plumes. Baltimore’s
arabbers are proud of their
work—especially since their

A boy tags
along as a
horse is led
to an arabber
stable.

families have done it for generations. They say they are “horse
crazy.” But many elderly arabbers have died, and most young
people in Baltimore do not seem
interested in working as arabbers. Prices for vegetables and
fruits go up too. That makes it
even tougher for an arabber to
make a living.
Should arabbers stay in
business? Many people
think so. People might visit
Baltimore just to see arabbers. More visitors means
more money for the city.
What would help
arabbers? Baltimore citizens make suggestions.
“Give arabbers good stables
for their horses,” they say.
“Let them park their horses
where more and more people
will see them.”

AP Photos

Arabber James
Chase (T-shirt)
visits with a
Mennonite family.
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Project Blue Boy

The boy doesn’t look 250.
But he will turn that ripe old
age very soon, in 2020. To
celebrate his birthday, he’s getting a major makeover!
English artist Thomas
Gainsborough painted this
work in 1770. The artist titled
the work, A Portrait of a
Young Gentleman. The painting shows a boy dressed all in
bright blue silk. When viewers
saw the full-length portrait for
the ﬁrst time, they gave it a
nickname: “Blue Boy.”
But famous “Blue Boy” is
looking a little scruffy right
16

now. Over time, the painting
has become tattered. Some
of its colors have faded. The
paint is even ﬂaking off! The
painting has been at Southern California’s Huntington
Library, Art Collections and
Botanical Gardens, since 1921.
Christina O’Connell works
there as a painting conservator.
She uses modern tools to ﬁx
the 18th century masterpiece.
A six-foot microscope zooms
in on the painting. It magniﬁes
tiny details 25 times. To repair
wear, Ms. O’Connell will use
paint that matches what Mr.
Gainsborough used in 1770.
There was once a dog in
“Blue Boy.” Would you have
guessed? Mr. Gainsborough
painted over it! You can still
see the dog’s front paws. Mr.
Gainsborough turned them

into rocks when he blended
the rest of the dog into the
background.
Ms. O’Connell has some
guesses about why Mr. Gainsborough got rid of the dog. “If
the white ﬂuffy dog was there
in the painting you’d spend
a lot of attention on it rather
than looking at the ﬁgure of
the boy,” she says.
The kid’s furry friend was
discovered in 1994 using an
X-ray. Ms. O’Connell keeps
that X-ray at her work station.
She also keeps X-rays that
show a nearly foot-long tear
in the canvas. The canvas was
repaired so well that you can’t
see it without a microscope.
But you can see something
else: People painted over the
tear with the wrong color! Ms.
O’Connell will ﬁx that too.

AP Photos

Conservator
Christina O'Connell examines
the “Blue Boy"
painting.
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Protecting

Art

Christina O’Connell works on her project
right where “Blue Boy” has hung for nearly
100 years. Visitors can walk up and watch.
Once in a while when she takes a break, she
stops to explain to them what she’s doing.
All artworks need to be taken care of as
years pass, even if no one damages them on
purpose or by accident. Old things just get
worn out. Some artworks have been around
for hundreds or thousands of years. Some are
worth tens of millions of dollars. So how do
you take care of them? Very, very carefully!
Art conservators maintain paintings, fabrics,
pottery, furniture, and other artworks. They
have to study the materials in each artwork.
Which layers are paint? Which are wax? Which
are resin? They use X-rays and microscopes
to ﬁnd out exactly what to use when cleaning
and restoring. When it comes to paintings, they
may need oil paint, canvas, wax, and wood.
Some conservators end up using plastic, blood,
insects, or chocolate in their work! Sometimes
they even make pretend artworks using the
same materials the artist used. Then they can
Answers page 5
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The “Blue Boy” was
painted just six years
before the Declaration of Independence
was written.
How is the X-ray
image different from
the final version?

test cleaners and tools. Better to ruin a fake
than the real thing!
Conserving and restoring artworks is a job
that never stops. People in the past took care of
artworks so we would be able to see them today.
Now we do the same for
people who will live in the
Citizen Ship
future. God made a beautiful world. He made people
with the ability to create
beauty too. We preserve
1. occupation
beautiful things people have
■ a) city
■ b) job
made because they remind
■ c) lifestyle
us of God’s beauty.
We are God’s works
2. hucksters
■ a) street salespeople
of art. Because of sin,
■ b) horse traders
we’ve become tarnished.
■ c) horse trainers
But through Jesus, God
3. tattered
restores us. He makes us
■ a) ragged
the way He meant for us to
■ b) magnified
be. He also preserves us.
■ c) matching
He will keep us safe until
4. tarnished
He comes back and makes
a) painted
■
the world new.

Quiz

■ b) tainted
■ c) restored
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Walking
Again

ZAP!
Jered Chinnock hasn’t been able to walk for

years. But he is walking now. What changed?
The spinal cord controls our ability to walk.
Mr. Chinnock’s spine is damaged. So scientists
placed an electrical implant
in Mr. Chinnock’s spinal
cord. And Mr. Chinnock
spent months working with
electrode
his legs. He isn’t cured.
But the implant in his back
zaps his injured spinal
cord. Because of it, he can
walk. With the help of a
rolling walker, he walked
about the length of a football ﬁeld!
How does the implant
work? Scientists aren’t
sure. But they have a
guess. They think the
nerves below the place the spine is injured are
still living and could wake up if zapped with
electricity. After lots of work in rehab, rusty connections between nerves can
start to make connections again. Eventually, they
can receive
simple
kids.wng.org/take-apart-smart
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commands from the brain. The spine can relearn
to do things. It won’t work as well as it did before.
But it will work a little bit.
For someone who hasn’t walked in years, a
little bit is a lot! “It isn’t something where I just
leave my wheelchair behind and away I go,” says
Mr. Chinnock. But he
injury
hopes someday he will get
to leave his wheelchair
Electrode
behind—even if it’s just
is threaded
for a short walk to the
up into
refrigerator.
the space
Spinal stimulators like
behind the
spinal cord.
this one were ﬁrst invented
to treat pain. But something surprising happened
Controller is
when patients used them.
implanted
under skin.
Suddenly, people who had
been completely paralyzed
could wiggle their toes!
They could move their
legs! They could stand!
But they couldn’t walk. Mr. Chinnock is one of
the ﬁrst people to do that.
Mr. Chinnock became paralyzed in 2013. He
was involved in a snowmobile accident. He could
not move or feel anything below the middle of
his back. At ﬁrst, trainers moved Mr. Chinnock’s
knees and hips to help him stand. But eventually,
his spine and brain learned to work together to
move his legs again . . . with the help of a zap.

AP Photos, R. Bishop, 123RF

A big event in the halls of Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minnesota. Jered Chinnock takes
steps that few dreamed possible.
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Reach back and feel your spine.
It’s a set of 33 pokey bones. They help
you stand up straight. But they also protect a
hidden treasure: a long bundle of nerve cells
called the spinal cord. The spinal cord is connected to nerves in every other part of the body.
God made our brains and spinal cords to work as

Sensory nerve endings
that are sensitive to
stretch detect the tap.

6

7
Info also goes up
the spinal cord
to the brain.

5
Information
goes from
the spinal
cord along
nerves.

Motor nerve
endings tell the leg
muscle to contract,
resulting in a kick.

2

Spinal
cord

4
1

A tap is given to the
tendon connected
to the large quadricep leg muscle.

G e tti

ng a K i ck O ut

AP Photos, R. Bishop, 123RF

Sensory nerves:
Detect outside
things like heat,
cold, and pain.

3

The brain processes
the information from
the nerves. You realize what happened
and say, “Cool! Do
that again!”

In the spinal
cord, sensory
information
is passed to
motor
nerves.

The information is carried
along nerves.

r ve
e
N
of

s

Motor nerves:
Send instructions to a
muscle or body
organ to get
going or
slow down.

a team—and also like a telephone. “Here’s what’s
going on in the body,” the spinal cord tells the
brain. “Here’s a message for the body,” the brain
tells the spinal cord. “Here’s a message from the
brain!” says the spinal cord to other parts of the
body. Together, the brain and spinal column make
up the body’s central nervous system. Where
would you be without this dream team? You
couldn’t think. You couldn’t feel. You couldn’t
breathe or move.
When Mr. Chinnock got injured, his brain and
part of his spine stopped talking to each other. His
brain said, “Get moving, legs!” That message should
have travelled through the spinal cord. But the damaged nerves in the spine couldn’t pass the message
along to Mr. Chinnock’s leg muscles.
When people have spinal cord injuries, they can
become paralyzed—unable to move a certain area
of the body. Scientists work hard to bring healing to

spinal injuries. They spend years developing ideas
that might help, and patients work hard in therapy to
learn to use their legs again. Do you remember Jesus
healing someone paralyzed? It didn’t take him years
or even weeks. It took only a moment! A paralyzed
man walked again when Jesus said, “Rise, pick up
your bed, and go home.” (Mark 2:11)
nerve bundles

disc
branches to
body parts

spinal cord
vertebra

Spinal cord runs through
a space in each vertebra.
Colors show which parts of the
body can be affected by an injury
to an area of the spinal column.
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The state of California

Surfing USA

Alaskans mush. Marylanders joust. People in
Texas ride in the rodeo. What do Californians do?
They SURF!
This summer, surﬁng became California’s
ofﬁcial state sport. But surﬁng doesn’t come from
California. It started in Hawaii. The great British
explorer Captain James Cook was on his third
“world tour” in 1779 when he came upon the
Hawaiian Islands. His crew ﬁrst saw Hawaiians
surfboarding. Captain Cook’s Lieutenant, James
King, described it like this: Men around 20 or
30 years old would go out into the water. They
laid themselves on ﬂat, oval pieces of plank. For
some Hawaiians, surﬁng may have been just for
fun. For many others, it was
part of religion. Surf
chants by priests
were a big part
of surﬁng
culture.

Travis
Payne
rides a
giant wave
in Half Moon
Bay, California.

Surﬁng is the state sport in Hawaii too. Hawaiians may be responsible for the sport’s past. Do
Californians control its future? Californians began
making boards safer, lighter, and easier to stand on.
And most surfboards now are built in the Golden
State (California). People invented the wetsuit there
too. (Wetsuits cover most of the body. They don’t
keep water out. But they do help surfers stay warm,
keep aﬂoat, and protect their bodies from scrapes.)
And California has 1,100 miles of coastline—a
surfer’s paradise!
Surﬁng is just the latest addition to California’s
“ofﬁcial” list. Within the last couple years, Californians have chosen their ofﬁcial state nuts: walnut, pecan, almond, and pistachio. They named
their state dinosaur: Augustynolophus morrisi.
They declared their state fabric as denim.
Which state is really the surﬁng capital? Some
surfers say it doesn’t matter. They just go wherever the waves are good.
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1. Th
■ a)
■b
■ c)
■d

2. Th

■ a)
■b
■ c)
■d

Energy from the air is transferred to the
water by friction. Winds “scrub” the
velocity
surface of the water. The biggest
waves form when the winds:
time
1 blow very hard (velocity)
2 blow a long time (duration)

Wave
Wave
height

Crest

Trough
Swells are long, stable waves in deep water.

fetch

Explain: WAVES

3 blow over a large area (fetch)

Surf zone

1 As waves near
shallow water they
crowd together.

2 Shallow water
forces wave energy
upward and taller.

3 As it becomes shallower, the
shape of the ocean floor—ridges,
canyons, and reefs—affects the
size and shape of the waves.

Surfing God ’s Laws
You drop your pencil. You know what will
happen. It will fall to the ﬂoor. It won’t ﬂy up to
the ceiling. Every day, God’s laws of nature are at
work. They work for people who believe in God
and for those who don’t. But the greater blessing
comes to the believer. When we know God as the
author, our worship increases. Look at how God’s
laws work for California’s ofﬁcial sport—surﬁng.
If you climb onto a surfboard, you’re probably
not thinking about physics. You’re ﬂat on your
stomach looking for a good wave. That wave
started far out in the ocean. Wind swept over the
water. It transferred some of its energy from air
molecules to water molecules. The wave itself is
energy moving through the water. Water molecules
bump into one another, passing the energy along.
As you lie on your board, gravity is at work
pulling you downward. Buoyancy is at work too.

Quiz
1. This helps a hurt spine.
■ a) rehab
■ b) electric zaps
■ c) snowmobiles
■ d) a and b
2. The spinal cord __.

■ a) talks to the brain
■ b) talks to the whole body
■ c) is protected by bones
■ d) all of the above
2WK19_18-21_TAS.indd 21

3. California state
sport is __.
■ a) basketball
■ b) mushing Answers
■ c) surfing
page 5
■ d) jousting
4. Water’s upward force:

■ a) buoyancy
■ b) gravity
■ c) Newton’s Law
■ d) friction

5. Who healed paralysis in
the Bible? How fast?

4 Shallow ocean floor slows the
lower part of the wave. The top
of the wave travels faster.
Like a runner tripping, waves
“stumble” on the ocean floor
and fall forward.

It is the upward force created by water. These
opposite forces keep you ﬂoating.
When you see a wave, you begin paddling
toward it. Paddling with your hands pushes water
backward and moves your board forward. That’s
an example of Newton’s Law: For every action,
there is an equal and opposite reaction.
As you meet the wave, you turn the nose of
your board toward the beach. You feel the water
lift you and your board. Then you begin sliding
down into the trough of the wave. You make a
swift move into a crouching motion. The wax
you rubbed on the board creates friction. Friction
keeps your feet from slipping.
You stand up carefully, bending your knees to
keep your balance. The forces created between the
moving water and your surfboard push you forward.
As you drop down the face of the wave, you
gain the energy of motion. But you lose the potential energy you had when you were high on the
wave. It’s like spending the energy you had in a
savings account.
In the shallower water, the lower part of the
wave slows down. The top keeps moving forward,
creating the crest of the wave.
Here comes the shore. Stepping back on the
board is like pushing the brake pedal. You’ve
made it to the beach! You can turn around and
race back into the waves. Because God’s laws of
nature will work again and again. Our Creator is
in control, and He is dependable.
November/December 2018 • WORLDkids
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Thousands of walruses
crowd the beach last year
and this August (below).

What does it sound like when
25,000 walruses move to the
beach? People in the village of
Point Lay, Alaska, can tell you.
The walruses bark. They snort.
They snifﬂe and whoop. Walruses are loud animals! But what
are they doing on the beach?
Each summer, thousands
of walruses swim to a body
of water between Alaska and
Russia called the Chukchi Sea.
(Walruses swim up to 1,800
miles each year. It’s a good
thing they can sleep while they
swim!) Usually, walruses pile
onto icebergs to take a lunch
break. They use sea ice to rest
as they dive to the ocean ﬂoor to
hunt for clams and snails. But in

the summer, they need a back-up
plan. Icebergs melt when the
temperature warms up. By late
September, most of the ice in the
Chukchi Sea has melted. When
they can’t ﬁnd icebergs, walruses take over beaches!
What does a beach covered
with big, slippery walruses look
like? U.S. Geological Survey
workers saw the walruses. Scientists taking photos of sea life also
spotted the massive walrus herd.
The animals were lying shoulder
to shoulder. The beach was covered with hairy walrus bodies.
Walruses make noise, but
they don’t like noise. They are
easily startled. Airplanes ﬂying overhead scare them. Loud

boat engines shock them. When
they are afraid, they stampede
back into the sea. When a herd
of walruses panics, it is very
dangerous. Tiny members of the
herd can be crushed. Workers
for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service are keeping an eye on
the walruses. They have asked
pilots and boat operators to stay
away from the herds. They want
to keep the walruses safe.
Cold weather will come.
Then walruses will leave the
beach. They will swim away
in search of icebergs. But next
summer, they’ll come back to
the Alaskan and Russian coasts.
When all that ice melts, they’ll
need a good place to chill.

Alamy, AP Photos, R. Bishop
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Calves: Born at 100-150 pounds after a
15-month pregnancy
Tusks: Both male and female. Can
Up
grow up to 3 feet long
to
11
Whiskers: About 500 and
fe
et
very sensitive to touch
lo
ng
Weight: Up to 2,200
pounds

for worms, snails,
crabs, sea cucumbers, and other
bottom dwellers.

Where do native people’s live?
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Want to swim like
a walrus? Hold your
legs out and bend
your knees frog-style.
Now try to kick first
with one foot, then
with the other in a
side-to-side motion.
Hold your arms out and
use them as wings to
steer and maneuver.
Ok, you can stop now,
because the lifeguard is
laughing her head off.
A walrus feeds in
water from 30 to 160
feet
deep.
Itoilforages
How likely
to discover
or gas?

IC

Want to walk like a walrus? Get
down on your hands and knees.
Tuck your legs forward under your
body. Lift yourself up with your arms.
Heave your chest forward, and flop
down. Then do it again and again.

What God did not give the walrus on
land, He made up for in the water. This
massive marine mammal can hold its
breath for up to 10 minutes. For having
such a huge body, a walrus is graceful
underwater. And it is fast, swimming
up to 35 miles per hour. That’s probably
faster than the speed limit in your town!

. C
.A
U. S k a)
s
(Ala

Alamy, AP Photos, R. Bishop

Did you chuckle when you saw
the word “walrus” and “move” in the
same sentence? Maybe that’s because
you’ve seen video of walruses on a
beach. They are as awkward on land
as they are efficient in the water.
Walruses are pinnipeds, a group that
includes seals and sea lions. Pinniped actually means “fin-footed.” An x-ray of a fin
would show a set of bones similar to your
own arm, wrist, hand, and finger bones.
On land, a walrus bends its flippers
like you bend your wrists when you
get down on your hands and knees.
To maneuver, a walrus uses its whole
body. It rocks, shifts, rolls, and squirms—
whatever it takes. It may even jam its
tusks into the snow as an anchor so
that it can pull or slide its huge body.

Want to eat like
a walrus? Imagine
spreading a mix of raisins and bread
flour along the kitchen floor. The flour
is the silt of the ocean floor. The raisins
are the food. Get down and blow the
flour away as you breathe out. Suck up
the raisins as you breathe in. Be careful though. If you are as powerful as
a walrus you could blast the finish off
the floor and suck a hole in plywood.

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

A

D A

Pacific walrus 200,000
Atlantic walrus 50,000
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200-mile limit
Offshore boundaries that nations have
agreed to.
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Go ahead,
try me...

Left: A firefly flies slowly, confident of her
defense against hungry predators.
Inset: A pipistrelle bat on the hunt for a
meal. The study used big brown bats.

Dinnertime!
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Bats can
learn to say “no” to ﬁreﬂy snacks using two
senses: vision and sonar (sound). Hunting in a
dark room, the bats used sonar to steer clear of
blackened ﬁreﬂies after they associated the bad
tasting bugs with the ﬁreﬂy ﬂight pattern. Fireﬂies
ﬂy slowly. They don’t dart back and forth like
they’re scared. Why aren’t they scared? Because
they taste so bad no bat would want them! Other
icky-tasting insects ﬂy that way too—so bats may
recognize the warning sign.
What did the researchers learn in the end? Bats
ﬁgure out their food fastest and best using both
ears and eyes.

A photographer layers pictures of fireflies to show how they light up a forest.

Hm

AP Photos

Bats and ﬁreﬂies swoop in front of
high-speed cameras. Researchers watch.
They want to know: Why do ﬁreﬂies ﬂash?
Are they sending a message to predators?
We already know ﬁreﬂies ﬂash to attract mates.
(And some females ﬂash to trick male ﬁreﬂies—
then eat them!) But some experts guessed the
beetles may also ﬂash to warn creatures that want
to eat them.
The researchers meet in a dark ﬂight room
at Boise State University in Idaho. There, they
introduce western bats to ﬁreﬂies. The species
have never met before. And it isn’t a cordial ﬁrst
meeting! The bats dive down for dinner. But they
get a bad taste in their mouths. They shake their
heads and spit. After a few tries, the bats avoid the
glowing bugs. Good defense, ﬁreﬂies!
Next, the researchers do the hard part. They
hold ﬁreﬂies under a microscope. They paint the
beetles’ abdomens black. The ﬁreﬂies must still
be able to ﬂy normally. But all the light must be
covered by the paint.
The researchers release the darkened ﬁreﬂies
into the room with the bats. The bats cannot see
the ﬁreﬂies’ night lights. In the end, the bats eat
40 percent of the darkened bugs, and none of the
glowing ones. The lights have “taught” the bats
not to eat glowing ﬁreﬂies. “Don’t eat this bug!”
the ﬂashes say. “It tastes bad!”
But eventually, the bats learn to avoid the darkened bugs too. It just takes them twice as long.
How do they learn when they can’t see the
ﬁreﬂies’ lights? (Bats aren’t really blind.
That’s a myth!)

10/12/18 9:02 PM

Scientists had good reason to suspect ﬁreﬂy lights
send out a warning. They have learned from other animals that send out warnings too. With their bright
skin, poison dart frogs are saying, “Don’t eat us! We’re poison!” The stinky smell of sea slugs warns
would-be eaters that they sting. Tiger moths let out ultra-high sounds that let bats know they taste bad.
Most animals have a way of keeping themselves safe. To stay alive, some even use deception.

A veined octopus uses
half a clam shell and half a
coconut shell as armor.

Hiding Out. Many animals hide among rocks
or burrow into holes
to escape danger. And
some use tools to make
them stronger than they
really are. People have
even seen octopuses
carting coconut shells
along the ocean ﬂoor.
When threatened, the
octopi hide behind the
shells like armor!
Hmm...

“Just ‘leaf’ me alone,” says
uroplatus phantasticus.

Camouﬂage. Don’t
look now, but that tree
branch just got up and
scrambled away! Well,
it looked like a tree
branch. Really it was a
leaf-tailed gecko. The
name ﬁts. Leaf-tailed
geckos have broad,
ﬂat tails that look like
leaves. Their bodies
are usually brown and
green and marked like
tree bark. These creatures can take a nap in
the sunshine without
worrying a predator
will see through their
clever camouﬂage.

An opossum plays
dead . . . we think.

Bright colors warn—
or trick—birds.

Playing Possum.
You throw a baseball
through a window.
When someone asks
you, you say, “I don’t
know anything about
it!” You’re “playing
possum,” or pretending
ignorance to get out
of trouble. Opossums
pretend to be dead
when confronted by
a predator. Predators
usually like prey that’s
still alive. Playing dead
isn’t just for opossums.
Certain sharks, snakes,
and ducks do the same.

Copycatting. In 1862,
English naturalist
Henry Bates discovered a mimicking game
played by butterﬂies
in Brazil. The Heliconiidae family of
butterﬂies tastes bad
to birds. Their bright
colors send a warning.
Another species, the
Pieridae, don’t have a
bad taste. But they look
a lot like Heliconiidae
butterﬂies. Will a predator take a chance if
he can’t tell the difference? Not likely! The
Pieridae are safe.

A great crested flycatcher thinks, “Hmm. It could
be a yummy Pieridae, but it looks sorta like some
yucky Heliconiidae. Maybe I’ll just skip it.”

AP Photos

Critter File Quiz
1. stampede
■ a) rush in a big group
■ b) rush in a small group
■ c) float on ice

3. cordial
■ a) pleasant
■ b) angry
■ c) short

2. awkward
■ a) graceful
■ b) fast
■ c) clumsy

4) deception
■ a) obviousness
■ b) trickery
■ c) noise

Answers page 5
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Boyan Slat sits inside
a section of tubing.
The tubing is part
of an enormous,
plastic-trapping,
floating boom system.

Would you like a vacation
cruise in the heart of the Paciﬁc
Ocean? Don’t pick this route.
It’s littered with garbage!
Ocean currents have carried
old ﬁshing nets, plastic bottles,
laundry baskets, and other trash
to a remote spot in the ocean
between California and Hawaii.
The area is called the Great
Paciﬁc Garbage Patch. The garbage is scattered over a region

it. As the boom drifts with
the currents and wind, its
sides are drawn together.
It forms a U-shape. Garbage gets trapped inside
it. You can think of it like
a giant Pac-Man chomping
on trash. Of course, the
boom doesn’t actually eat
the garbage like Pac-Man
would. The garbage must be
returned to land. Every few
months, a vessel will ﬁsh out the
collected plastic. People back on
land will recycle it.
Can the boom really clear
twice up the patch? Will it stand up to
the size rough waves? Time will tell. Mr.
of Texas! Slat says he and his team will
A young man pay close attention to whether
this experimental system works
named Boyan
well. Experienced marine biolSlat started a project
to clean it up. He says now ogists (scientists who study sea
life) will follow to make sure sea
is the time to remove plastic.
As time goes by, large pieces of life is not harmed by the boom.
If this test system works, Mr.
plastic will break into smaller
Slat and his team hope to evenbits. Tiny plastic pieces are
tually deploy many more. They
much harder to clean up.
believe that 60 booms drifting in
People working with Mr.
the area could clean out half the
Slat use a nearly 2,000-footgarbage patch over ﬁve years.
long ﬂoating boom. This kind
of boom isn’t a loud noise. It’s a But others have doubts. Even if
giant, ﬂoating trap—like a huge people do clean up parts of the
garbage patch, new trash ﬂows
swimming pool noodle! A boat
into the sea every day. Catching
tows the boom into position in
up won’t be easy!
the garbage patch and releases

kids.wng.org/jet-balloon
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Ocean Cleanup, R. Bishop

A seabird is surrounded by
plastic trash on an ocean beach.

Fl
di
pl

Great Pacific Garbage Patch—Twice the size of Texas
U.S.A.

Floater—Four feet
diameter, traps
plastic

Weight of plastic
in each square
mile of ocean
■ 85 pounds
■ 8½ pounds
■ 3 pounds
■ 1½ ounces
■ ¼ ounce

Screen—Hangs
down 10 feet. Plastic
bits get trapped but
fish swim under.
People who
study the Garbage
Patch guess that there
are 1.8 trillion bits of
plastic in it, adding up
to 80,000 tons (160
million pounds).

Sensors—More than 50 to
check condition of system’s parts

Navigation pods (2)—Send system’s location
and weather information to other ships
Lanterns (9)

Small boat pulls a boom to round up plastic. It will be hauled aboard a vessel that acts
like a sea-going garbage truck. The vessel returns for another load after a few months.

Satellite communication pods (2)—Send
information about system location and performance
Camera pod—Sends 360-degree
picture of entire project
2,000

8%
8%

Ocean Cleanup, R. Bishop
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Wind

feet l
ong

Ocean Cleanup
researchers count
and measure
plastic bits from
a sample of
ocean water in
the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch.
Eight percent of
floating plastic bits are
smaller than this square:

Waves
Current

46%

Current puts pressure
on the system, pushing
it into a U-shape. Wind
and waves move the
system faster than the
floating plastic,
trapping the debris.

A researcher examines a piece of
fishing net. Forty-six percent of the
Pacific Garbage Patch is old fishing gear.
November/December 2018 • WORLDkids
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Together

TA

CHINA

NORTH
KOREA

Diamond
Mountain resort

Pyongyang
Seoul

SOUTH
KOREA
EUROPE

ASIA

AFRICA

Ninety-two yearold South Korean
Lee Keum-seom
(left) hugs her
North Korean son
Ri Sang Chol.

Ri Sang Chol last saw his
mother when he was four years
old. Now he is 71. His 92-yearold mother, Lee Keum-seom,
strokes his wrinkled cheeks and
weeps. They are ﬁnally together
after more than 65 years!
North and South Korea used
to be just one country: Korea.
Korea split in two at the end of
World War II. The Soviet Union
occupied the northern portion, and the United States the
southern. Negotiations failed
to unify Korea, leading to two
separate governments being
formed in 1948—a communist
North Korea and a democratic
South Korea.
In 1950, North Korea
invaded the South in an effort
to forcefully unify the Korean
peninsula under communist rule. The ﬁghting
stopped in 1953. But
the Korean War didn’t
really end. The two
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countries agreed to an armistice—a promise to stop ﬁghting
for now. People in the North and
South—even within families—
were separated, most of them
for good. Some North and South
Koreans live less than an hour
apart. But the two countries are
divided by the Korean Demilitarized Zone—a two-and-a-halfmile wide strip of land in which
no one is allowed.
People who live in the North
or South are not permitted to see
each other. They cannot even
send letters, emails, or call lost
family members on the phone.
Occasionally, North and
South Korean ofﬁcials try to create a more peaceful relationship
between the countries, which
are technically still at war. This
summer, they let a few hundred separated family members
have short reunions. Dozens of
elderly South Koreans crossed

AUSTRALIA

Buses take
South Koreans
to Diamond
Mountain.

the border
into North
Korea. They
met with
their North
Korean family members
at North
Korea’s
Diamond
Mountain
resort. The
families spent a week together.
But the peacemaking comes
late. Most of the people are very
old. They know they will probably not see their relatives again
before they die.
Mr. Ri shows his mother,
Mrs. Lee, a picture of his father.
(The mother and son have the
same last name. “Lee” is spelled
“Ri” in North Korea.) His father
cared for him after his mother
was separated from the family when they ran away to the
South. “Mother,” he says, “this
is how my father looked.” Mrs.
Lee wants to know how Mr. Ri’s
father raised him. Does Mr. Ri
have any children of his own?
That is just the beginning of her
questions. Imagine how much
the two have to talk about!

10/12/18 9:14 PM
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TALKING:
OFF-LIMITS

What would you ask a family
member at a reunion like this
one? Maybe a better question is,
“What could you ask?” North
Korean government workers
watch the reunions closely. That
makes talking—and telling the
truth—tough.
Not everyone at the family
reunions got there the same
way. South Korean participants
were chosen randomly. It is
likely North Koreans were chosen based on their loyalty to
the North Korean government.
North Korea’s government is
authoritarian. Government leaders there want to control their
people. They do not want them
to know what is happening in
the rest of the world. Speaking
against the government is a
crime. We know from people
who have escaped North Korea
that many there struggle under
an oppressive government. But
to be considered loyal, North

Saying
"goodbye" is
hard. Buses take
South Koreans
back across the
border.

Koreans at reunions have to talk
about how good life is in North
Korea—even if it’s not.
Jesus said the truth sets
people free. (John 8:32) But
some truths are off-limits to
reunion-goers. Hong Yong-gee
lives in South Korea. He was
part of a similar reunion in
2015. He said at that reunion his
relatives seemed to be talking
from a script. Other South Koreans who were there agree. North
Koreans kept praising North
Korea’s leader, Kim Jong
Un. They kept talking

Cho Hye-do,
(left) has a lot to
say to her North
Korean sister,
Cho Sun Do.

about the happy life
in North Korea. Mr.
Hong says real conversation was almost impossible.
Psalm 68:6 says “God sets
the lonely in families.” (NIV)
Family separation and lies have
led to loneliness in North and
South Korea—loneliness only
God can heal.
I will be a father to you, and
you shall be sons and daughters
to me, says the Lord Almighty.
― 2 Corinthians 6:18

Quiz

Jet Balloon

1. Scientists use the
boom in the Pacific
Ocean to __.
■ a) corral trash so it
can be carried back to
land
■ b) make a loud noise
■ c) corral and eat
trash
■ d) all of the above

3. Why are North
and South Korea
separated?
■ a) They are
technically still at war.
■ b) An earthquake
separated them.
■ c) Their war ended
in armistice.
■ d) a and c

2. Forty-six percent of
plastic ocean garbage
is __.
■ a) water bottles
■ b) shipping crates
■ c) fishing gear
■ d) grocery bags

4. Which nation has
an authoritarian
government?
■ a) South Korea
■ b) the United States
■ c) England
■ d) North Korea

5. The Bible says God sets the lonely in families.
What has led to loneliness in North and South
Korea?
Answers page 5
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The Opportunity rover took this photo on Mars.

A Selfie and a Goodbye
Say “CHEESE!”
NASA’s Mars rover Curiosity snaps a very
cool selfie in space. Curiosity landed on Mars
in 2012. It has been exploring the Red Planet for
more than six years. Curiosity is a little dusty. It’s
wearing some of the huge dust storm that happened on Mars this summer.

Curiosity runs on nuclear power. But NASA’s
older rover, Opportunity, runs on sunlight. It has
been working on Mars since 2004. That’s more
than 14 years longer than people expected it to
last! But Opportunity stopped sending messages
to Earth when the storm blocked out the Sun. Is
the old explorer done?
Curiosity took this picture of itself on Mars.

More shorts online
every day!

Crabbiest Crabs

Dragon Boat Race
The drummer sets the pace as rowers from the USA paddle at
the ICF Dragon Boat Championships in Gainesville, Georgia.
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Green crab

wave their pincers and attack!
Experts don’t know what to do with the angry
crabs. They may just have to get used to them.

Paddles slice the water. A drum beats
steadily. Welcome to dragon boat racing!
People sailed in boats carved like dragons
in China 2,000 years ago. The boats appeared in
festivals to celebrate summer rice planting. Now
the boats are used all over the world to race.
The Apostle Paul reminded people to be “of
the same mind.” (Philippians 2:2) Dragon boat
paddlers have to be that way too. Ten or 20 paddlers sit in tight rows. The drum beat helps them
paddle at exactly the same time.
Will dragon boat racing become an Olympic
sport? These paddlers hope so!

AP Photos

These crabs have a bad attitude. You could
call them . . . total crabs!
Canadians are known as friendly folks. But
these green crabs migrating to the United States
from Canadian waters are brutes. They gobble
up soft-shell clams. They destroy native eel
grass where young sea creatures hide. Green
crabs already living in the United States shrink
away when threatened. Not these guys. They

kids.wng.org
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Turtle Roll

The turtle’s
wheelchair
is made of
Legos.

A wild turtle at the Maryland Zoo is rolling
around . . . on a wheelchair made from Legos!
The eastern box turtle has a broken shell.
Veterinarians performed surgery. Now the bottom
of the turtle’s shell needs to stay off the ground
so it can heal. But no one makes turtle-sized
wheelchairs. A veterinarian working for the zoo
sent sketches to a friend who loves Legos.
A few weeks after the surgery, the turtle had
a Lego wheelchair. Good thing it works! He will
probably use the wheelchair until spring.

Goat
Drop!

e shorts online
every day!

ds.wng.org
Goats get
a lift in the Olympic National Park,
Washington State.

AP Photos

Library of Life
Researchers work with tens of thousands of
kinds of animals. They are making maps. The
maps won’t show where animals live. They’ll
show what’s in each animal’s genome.
Do you know what a genome is? It’s all the
DNA in a creature’s body added together. You
can think of it as a blueprint design. A genome
makes a dog a dog and a camel a camel. The genome tells every cell in an animal’s body exactly
what to do.
Genome maps help scientists understand
how animals work. They could one day help
prevent animal diseases. Scientists hope to build

You don’t want these goats for neighbors.
They eat and trample sensitive plants. They
follow people around because they’re attracted to the smell of their sweat. And when
they get close, they charge! They can hurt or
even kill a person.
About 725 goats live in Olympic National Park in Washington. That’s just
too many. So people blindfold the goats
and put them into slings. The goats
dangle from helicopters on the way
to their new home in another part of
Washington, where they came from in
the first place. The transplanted goats
will help goat populations there grow.
Bon voyage!

Scientists hold
a Canada lynx
that was used
to create a
genetic map.

66,000 genome maps. That’s one for every species
of mammal, bird, reptile, amphibian, and fish on
Earth! It’s a library of life!
November/December 2018 • WORLDkids
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Surﬁng is California’s state sport
8
(page 20). Sports can bring out the best
and the worst in people. What good
qualities do you think surﬁng develops?
Think about some of the things you
admire about your favorite athletes.
Probably many of the good characteristics they display are qualities the Bible
talks about.
Find some of those qualities in this puzzle.
First solve the clues for the color squares.
Then work on the ACROSS and DOWN clues.
16

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

17

18

not off
wolf cave

19

20

21

22

information
technology

23

1 Feeling of being sure
about something or someone: “I have complete
______ in you.
(2 Corinthians 7:16, ESV)
7 a short laugh
8 a short play
10 Belief, hope:
“I can do all things through
Him who strengthens me.”
(Philippians 4:13, ESV)
on
perseverance
Nero
den

it
cent
rat
purpose

32

cow
opera
sir
evil

ACROSS

chin
eat
humility
yen

to cut off

while Rome burned
13 Blamelessness, cleanness: “While physical training is of some value, godliness is of value in every
way.” (1 Timothy 4:8, ESV)
15 opposite of good
16 Focus on a cause, devotion: “I press on toward
the goal for the prize of the
upward call of God in Christ
Jesus.”
(Philippians 3:14, ESV)
19 Proverbs is a book that
is ﬁlled with this quality.
21 stalk vegetable
23 “Let us run with
__________ the race
marked out for us.”
(Hebrews 12:1, NIV)

DOWN
2 refreshing spot in the
desert
3 Honesty, virtue: “An
athlete is not crowned unless he competes according
to the rules.”
(2 Timothy 2:5, ESV)
4 Work, exertion: “Everyone who competes in
the games goes into strict
training.”
(1 Corinthians 9:25, NIV)
5 The little pig said, “Not
by the hair of my . . .”
6 consume food
9 not out
11 Modesty, meekness:
“Do nothing from selﬁsh
in
integrity
skit
effort

rodent

12 emperor who ﬁddled

wisdom
celery
oasis
sever

“sing”
without words

ambition or conceit, but in
______ count others more
signiﬁcant than yourselves.”
(Philippians 2:3, ESV)
13 Reason for doing something, intent: “Whatever you
do, work at it with all your
heart, as working for the
Lord.”
(Colossians 3:23, NIV)
14 Japanese money
17 bovine female
18 theater drama set to
music
20 Say “ma’am” to a lady,
and say “____” to a man.
22 type of grain for bread
Answers page 5

faith
purity
rye
concentration

one penny

WORD BANK
ha
confidence
hum
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